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Shift to Computational Problems
in support of Wireless Networks

• For key subsystems, best performance is highly compute-
intensive and under tight time constraints

• Therefore: Shift from pure wireless à best computational 
structures to support wireless

– Requires: Systems, Computer Architecture, and Wireless 
Communications Co-Design
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Massive MIMO Detection

• Maximum Likelihood (ML) Detectors maximize throughput, but are 
computationally complex, have a sequential tree search structure

argmin
'(

)−+, -

• Linear Detectors offer low complexity, but
highly suboptimal throughput:

) = +,+0

their potential in optimization is largely unproven, it is be-
lieved that it may be possible for Noisy Intermediate-Scale
Quantum (NISQ) devices to achieve polynomial or exponen-
tial speedups over the best known classical algorithms [48].
It is, however, important to leverage understanding from cur-
rent prototypes in order to inform the design of real-world
systems, since performance cannot be predicted or simulated
efficiently, especially in the presence of device-specific noise.
This is the approach we therefore advocate here. Two main
approaches have been identified for quantum optimization in
NISQs: Quantum Annealing (QA) and Quantum Approximate
Optimization Algorithms (QAOA). The former approach is a
form of analog computation that has been developed theoret-
ically in the early nineties [24], but realized experimentally
in a programmable device only in 2011 by D-Wave Systems.
We focus on QA here, discussing QAOA briefly in Section 6.

This paper presents QuAMax, the first system to apply QA to
the computationally challenging ML MIMO wireless decod-
ing problem in the context of a C-RAN architecture where a
QA is co-located in a data center serving one or more wire-
less APs. The contributions of our paper can be summarized
as follows: Firstly, we present the first reduction of the ML
MIMO decoding problem to a form that a QA solver can pro-
cess. Secondly, we introduce a new, communications-specific
evaluation metric, Time-to-BER (TTB), which evaluates the
performance of the QA as it aims to achieve a target bit error
rate (BER) on the decoded data. Finally, we evaluate QuA-
Max with various scenarios and parameter settings and test
their impact on end-to-end performance. To achieve a BER of
10�6 and a frame error rate of 10�4, ML MIMO detection on
the D-Wave 2000Q quantum annealer requires 20–30 µs for
48-user, 48-AP antenna binary modulation or 100–300 µs for
14⇥ 14 QPSK at 20 dB SNR, and with the real-world trace of
8 ⇥ 8 MIMO channel, the largest spatial multiplexing MIMO
size publicly available for experiments [3], QuAMax requires
0.1–1 µs for BPSK and 1–10 µs for QPSK.
Paper roadmap. The next section is a background primer on
ML detection and QA. Section 3 details our programming of
the ML problem on the QA hardware. Section 4 describes our
implementation in further detail, followed by our evaluation
in Section 5. We conclude with a review of related work
(Section 6) and final considerations (Section 7).

2 Background
In this section, we present primer material on the MIMO Max-
imum Likelihood Detection problem (§2.1), and Quantum
Annealing (§2.2).

2.1 Primer: Maximum Likelihood Detection
Suppose there are Nt mobile users, each of which has one
antenna, each sending data bits to a multi-antenna (Nr � Nt )

Table 1: Sphere Decoder visited node count [43], complexity over
10,000 instances, and practicality on a Skylake Core i7 architecture.

BPSK QPSK 16-QAM Complexity (Visited Nodes)

12 ⇥ 12 7 ⇥ 7 4 ⇥ 4 ⇡ 40 (feasible)
21 ⇥ 21 11 ⇥ 11 6 ⇥ 6 ⇡ 270 (borderline)
30 ⇥ 30 15 ⇥ 15 8 ⇥ 8 ⇡ 1,900 (unfeasible)

MIMO AP. Considering all users’ data bits together in a vec-
tor whose elements each comprise a single user’s data bits, the
users first map those data bits into a complex-valued symbol v̄
that is transmitted over a radio channel: v̄ = [�̄1, �̄2, . . . , �̄Nt ]

|

2 CNt . Each user sends from a constellation O of size |O| =
2Q (Q bits per symbol). The MIMO decoding problem, whose
optimal solution is called the maximum-likelihood (ML) so-
lution, consisting of a search over the sets of transmitted
symbols, looking for the set that minimizes the error with
respect to what has been received at the AP:

v̂ = arg min
v2ONt

ky � Hvk2 . (1)

The ML decoder then “de-maps” the decoded symbols v̂ to
decoded bits b̂. In Eq. 1, H 2 CNr⇥Nt = HI + jHQ is the
wireless channel1 on each OFDM subcarrier and y 2 CNr

(= Hv̄ + n) is the received set of symbols, perturbed by n
2 CNr , additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This solution
minimizes detection errors, thus maximizing throughput.

The Sphere Decoder [1, 19] is an ML detector that reduces
complexity with respect to brute-force search by constraining
its search to only possible sets v that lie within a hypersphere
of radius

p
C centered around y (i.e., Eq. 1 with constraint

ky � Hvk2  C). It transforms Eq. 1 into a tree search [63]
by QR decomposition H = QR, where Q is orthonormal and
R upper-triangular, resulting in v̂ = argminv2ONt kȳ � Rvk2,
with ȳ = Q⇤y. The resulting tree has a height of Nt , branching
factor of |O|, and 1+

ÕNt
i |O|

i nodes. ML detection becomes
the problem of finding the single leaf among |O|

Nt with min-
imum metric; the corresponding tree path is the ML solution.
Thus, the min in Eq. 1 is a search in an exponentially-large
space of transmitted symbols {v}, despite Sphere Decoder
reductions in the search space size [63].

Table 1 shows the average number of tree nodes visited
to perform ML Sphere decoding, with clients transmitting
modulation symbols on 50 subcarriers over a 20 MHz, 13 dB
SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) Rayleigh channel. The table
is parameterized on the number of clients and AP antennas,
and the modulation, highlighting the exponential increase
in computation. By the time a Sphere Decoder reaches eight
clients with 16-QAM symbols, 15 clients with QPSK symbols,
1The channel changes every channel coherence time, and is practically esti-
mated and tracked via preambles and/or pilot tones. Typical coherence time
at 2 GHz and a walking speed is ca. 30 ms [59].
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Quantum Computation for Mobile Networks

• Centralized Radio Access Network architecture: Move physical 
layer processing from base stations to central location (datacenter)

– Advantage of aggregating multiple base stations’ processing
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• Medium-term (10 year) case for quantum 
computation in the datacenter

– Goal: High performance, tractability on 
today and tomorrow’s quantum computers

– New collaboration with NASA Ames, 
engaging D-Wave and others

D-Wave 2000Q 
quantum annealer
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Qubits and Gate Model Computation
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Quantum Annealer

Technical Description of the D-Wave Quantum Processing Unit

Figure 2.15: A 3⇥ 3⇥ 4 Chimera graph. Nodes in an M⇥ N ⇥ L Chimera graph represent each of the
2MNL qubits, qi. Edges (connections between nodes) in the graph, Ji,j, indicate couplings that may
be nonzero. As an example, J3,4 may be nonzero because an edge connects qubits 3 and 4, but J2,3
must always be zero because no edge connects qubits 2 and 3. The basic repeating block of Chimera
(a block of 2L variables with complete bipartite connectivity) may be tiled into an M ⇥ N lattice. The
left-side variables within each block connect vertically; the right-side variables, horizontally.

Figure 2.16: Each qubit has 6 couplers, 4 within and 2 between unit cells.

26 D-Wave User Manual 09-1109A-K
Copyright © D-Wave Systems Inc.
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• Given graph 1 = (3,5) with vertex weights ℎ8 and edge weights 98:
find spins ;8 = ±1 on each vertex that minimize energy function

5 {;8} =@
8∈B
ℎ8;8 +@

(8,:)∈C
98:;8;:

• Example:
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Quantum Annealers Solve the Ising Model

ℎD = 2 ℎ- = −2

ℎF = −1

9-F
=
−1

9D- = 1

9DF =
2

;D = −1 ;- = −1

;F = +1



From bits to symbols...
• Modulate means to change. Change what?   The amplitude and phase

(angle) of a radio carriersignal

• Digital modulation: Use only a finite set of choices (i.e., symbols) 
for how to change the carrier and phase
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From Maximum Likelihood to Ising...
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This is NOT an Ising problem!

• For 16-QAM with Gray Coding, the 
in-phase term is:

Higher Order Modulations

t t t t
t t t t
t t t t
t t t t

0011 0111 1011 1111

0010 0110 1010 1110

0001 0101 1001 1101

0000 0100 1000 1100

(a) QuAMax transform

t t t t
t t t t
t t t t
t t t t

0011 0100 1011 1100

0010 0101 1010 1101

0001 0110 1001 1110

0000 0111 1000 1111

(b) Intermediate code (c) Di�erential bit encoding

t t t t
t t t t
t t t t
t t t t

0000 0100 1100 1000

0001 0101 1101 1001

0011 0111 1111 1011

0010 0110 1110 1010

(d) Gray code

Figure 2: QuAMax’s bitwise post-translation for 16-QAM (64-QAM and higher-order modulations follow an analogous translation).

However, transmitters in practical wireless communication sys-
tems use a di�erent bit-to-symbol mapping, the Gray code shown in
Fig. 2(d), which minimizes bit errors. This means that the QuAMax
receiver’s bit to symbol mapping di�ers from the sender’s. Thus
one further step remains so that we may map the decoded QUBO
variables into the correct Gray-coded transmitted bits.

A naïve approach is simply for QuAMax to use the Gray-coded
bit-to-symbol mapping as its transform T. The Gray-coded mapping

results in a one-dimensional 4-PAM constellation t t t t00 01 11 10

assuming bits 00, 01, 11, and 10 are transformed to �3, �1, +1, and
+3 without loss of generality. The transform � Ii = 2(2q4i�3 � 1) +
2(q4i�3 � q4i�2)2 � 1 would map between a 4-PAM symbol � Ii and
two QUBO variables q4i�3,q4i�2, but the resulting expansion of
the ML norm would yield cubic and quartic terms qrqkql (qp ) for
r , k , l(, p), requiring quadratization with additional variables
to represent the problem in QUBO form [9, 35].

Instead, we retain Gray coding at the transmitter and the QuA-
Max transform at the receiver. To correct the disparity, we develop
a bitwise post-translation that operates on QuAMax-transformed
solution output bits at the receiver, translating them back into Gray-
coded bits (i.e., moving from Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(d)). Starting with the
QuAMax transform shown in Figure 2(a), if the second bit q̂4i�2
of the QUBO solution bits q̂4i�3, q̂4i�2, q̂4i�1, q̂4i is 1, then the
translation �ips the third bit q̂4i�1 and the fourth bit q̂4i (e.g. 1100
to 1111), otherwise it does nothing. This can be generalized to
22n -QAM (n � 2) as an operation that �ips even numbered columns
in the constellation upside down. We term the result b 0 an inter-
mediate code, shown in Figure 2(b). Next, we apply the di�erential
bit encoding transformation of Figure 2(c) to the intermediate code
b 0 to obtain the Gray-coded bits b̂ in Figure 2(d) (e.g. translating
1111 to 1000).
QuAMax decoding example. To clarify processing across all
stages, here we present a complete QuAMax decoding example.
Suppose a client maps a bit string b1,b2,b3,b4 onto �̄1, one of the
Gray-coded 16-QAM symbols in Figure 2(d), and sends v̄ = [�̄1] to
an AP through wireless channelH. The AP receives y = Hv̄+n, the
transmitted signal perturbed by AWGN. The steps of QuAMax’s
decoding are:
(1) Form theMLQUBO equation usingH, y, and v = [�1] = [T(q1)],

where T(q1) = (4q1+2q2�3)+j(4q3+2q4�3), a linear transform
based on the QuAMax transform in Figure 2(a).

(2) Solve the QUBO form of the ML detection problem on the

QA machine, resulting an ML-decoded vector q̂1, comprised of
QUBO variables q̂1, q̂2, q̂3, q̂4.

(3) Apply the above bitwise translation from the decoded QUBO so-
lution output q̂1, q̂2, q̂3, q̂4 to Gray-coded received bits b̂1, b̂2, b̂3, b̂4
(from Figure 2(a) to Figure 2(d)).
If b̂1, b̂2, b̂3, b̂4 = b1,b2,b3,b4, decoding is done successfully, not-

ing that in the case of a symbol error, we preserve the aforemen-
tioned advantage of Gray coding.

3.2.2 ML-to-Ising problem reduction. The Ising spin glass form
of the ML problem can be obtained by simply transforming the
resulting QUBO form (§3.2.1) into the Ising form by Eq. 4. Due to
the fact that DW2Q implements an Ising model, QuAMax works
by using the following generalized Ising model parameters:
BPSK modulation. Given a channel matrix H and vector of re-
ceived signals y, we obtain the following Ising model parameters:

fi (H, y) = �2
⇣
HI
(:,i) · y

I
⌘
� 2

⇣
HQ
(:,i) · y

Q
⌘
,

�i j (H) = 2
⇣
HI
(:,i) · H

I
(:, j)

⌘
+ 2

⇣
HQ
(:,i) · H

Q
(:, j)

⌘
, (6)

where H(:,i) denotes the ith column of channel matrix H.
QPSK modulation. In the case of QPSK, the following is the re-
sulting Ising parameter fi for QPSK:

fi (H, y) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

if i = 2n,
�2

⇣
HI
(:,i/2) · y

Q
⌘
+ 2

⇣
HQ
(:,i/2) · y

I
⌘
,

otherwise,
�2

⇣
HI
(:, di/2e) · y

I
⌘
� 2

⇣
HQ
(:, di/2e) · y

Q
⌘
.

(7)

Since the real and imaginary terms of each symbol are independent,
the coupler strength between s2n�1 and s2n (or q2n�1 and q2n ) is 0.
For other si and sj , the Ising coupler strength for QPSK is:

�i j (H) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

if i + j = 2n,
2
⇣
HI
(:, di/2e) · H

I
(:, dj/2e)

⌘
+ 2

⇣
HQ
(:, di/2e) · H

Q
(:, dj/2e)

⌘
,

otherwise,
±2

⇣
HI
(:, di/2e) · H

Q
(:, dj/2e)

⌘
⌥ 2

⇣
HI
(:, dj/2e) · H

Q
(:, di/2e)

⌘
,

(8)

where i < j and the sign of the latter case of Eq. 8 is determined by
whether i = 2n (when i = 2n, then ‘+’ and ‘�’).
16-QAMmodulation. Ising parameters follow the same structure
as BPSK and QPSK and can be found in Appendix C.

• We cannot solve the 16-QAM problem in this way since the 
objective function includes higher-order polynomials:

• e.g., 12GH,DDGH,D-IDI-IJ − 4GH,DDGH,D-IDI-IL

In-Phase

Quadrature



1. Machine topology has only partial connectivity

– Unit cell: complete bipartite topology (4, 4)
• Left side connects to North, South neighbors
• Right side connects to East, West neighbors

2. Only ca. 90% hardware fabrication yields, so 
hardware graph is a subset of above ideal topology

• Embed the problem into the hardware graph:
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Embedding into the Quantum
Annealer Graph Structure

the resulting Ising parameter fi for QPSK:

fi (H, y) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

if i = 2n,
�2

⇣
HI
(:,i/2) · y

Q
⌘
+ 2

⇣
HQ
(:,i/2) · y

I
⌘
,

otherwise,

�2
⇣
HI
(:, di/2e) · y

I
⌘
� 2

⇣
HQ
(:, di/2e) · y

Q
⌘
.

(7)

Since the real and imaginary terms of each symbol are inde-
pendent, the coupler strength between s2n�1 and s2n (or q2n�1
and q2n) is 0. For other si and sj , the Ising coupler strength
for QPSK is:

�i j (H) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

if i + j = 2n,
2
⇣
HI
(:, di/2e) · H

I
(:, dj/2e)

⌘
+ 2

⇣
HQ
(:, di/2e) · H

Q
(:, dj/2e)

⌘
,

otherwise,

±2
⇣
HI
(:, di/2e) · H

Q
(:, dj/2e)

⌘
⌥ 2

⇣
HI
(:, dj/2e) · H

Q
(:, di/2e)

⌘
,

(8)

where i < j and the sign of the latter case of Eq. 8 is deter-
mined by whether i = 2n (when i = 2n, then ‘+’ and ‘�’).
16-QAM modulation. Ising parameters follow the same struc-
ture as BPSK and QPSK and can be found in Appendix C.

Table 2: Logical (physical) number of qubits required for various
configurations of the elementary adiabatic quantum ML decoder.
For each configuration, bold font indicates non-feasibility on the
current (2,031 physical qubit) D-Wave machine.

Config. BPSK QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM

10 ⇥ 10 10 (40) 20 (120) 40 (440) 60 (1K)
20 ⇥ 20 20 (120) 40 (440) 80 (2K) 120 (4K)
40 ⇥ 40 40 (440) 80 (2K) 160 (7K) 240 (15K)
60 ⇥ 60 60 (1K) 120 (4K) 240 (15K) 360 (33K)

3.3 Embedding into QA hardware
Once the ML detection problem is in quadratic form, we still
have to compile the corresponding Ising model onto actual
QA hardware. The D-Wave machine works by implementing
an Ising model objective function energetically hardcoded
into the chip, so the problem (Eq. 2 on p. 4) can support
a certain coefficient �i j to be non-zero only if variables si
and sj are associated to physical variables (qubits or physical
qubits) located on the chip in such a way that the qubits
are energetically coupled. In the case of the D-Wave 2000Q
machine we use the coupling matrix is a Chimera graph,
shown in Figure 3(a), with each node corresponding to a
qubit. Once Ising coefficients are passed to the annealer, the
hardware assigns them to the edges of the Chimera graph,
which are divided (along with their connected nodes) into unit
cells. Note however that, while the Ising problem generated

(a) DW2Q qubit connections: A 32 ⇥
32 BPSK problem is shown embed-
ded in the chip’s substrate.

Unit cell:

1 2 3
Unit cell coordinate

Unit cell 
coordinate

1

2

3

Logical
qubit:

(b) Logical qubits and
unit cells in the QuA-
Max decoder.

Figure 3: A comparison between the quantum hardware graph of
the used machine (which misses some nodes due to manufacturing
defect), and the topology of our elementary quantum ML hardware
graph before embedding into the hardware graph.

from Eq. 1 is almost fully connected (i.e.,�i j , 0 for most (i, j)
pairs), the Chimera graph itself has far from full connectivity,
and so a process of embedding the Ising problem into the
Chimera graph is required.

One standard method of embedding is to “clone” variables
in such a way that a binary variable becomes associated not
to a single qubit but to a connected linear chain of qubits
instead: a logical qubit, as shown in Figure 3(b).2 We show an
embedding of a fully-connected graph of 12 nodes. Each unit
cell on the diagonal holds four logical qubits (a chain of two
qubits), while the other unit cells are employed in order to
inter-connect the diagonal cells. Specifically, suppose unit cell
[1, 1] includes logical qubits 1–4 and unit cell [2, 2] includes
logical qubits 5–8. The left side of unit cell [2, 1] has a vertical
clone of qubits 5–8 and the right side has a horizontal clone
of logical qubits 1–4. Then, logical qubits 1–4 and 5–8 are
all connected by means of the single unit cell [2, 1]. The unit
cell hosting the next four logical qubits 9–12 is placed at
coordinates [3, 3]. Two unit cells below, [3, 1] and [3, 2], are
used for connections between 9–12 and 1–4, and 9–12 and
5–8 respectively. Given a number N of spin variables (i.e.,
logical qubits) in Ising form, this embedding represents each
with a chain of dN /4e + 1 qubits, for a total of N (dN /4e + 1)
qubits. Recall that N = Nt · log2(|O|).

Table 2 summarizes the size of the embedding in both logi-
cal and physical qubits, as a function of the MIMO detection
problem’s parameters—number of users and AP antennas,
and modulation type. Color coding and bold font indicate
whether or not the given parameters fit into the number of
qubits available on current and anticipated D-Wave machines.
2The optimal assignment problem, in the general case, is equivalent to the
NP-Hard “minor embedding” problem of graph theory [14], however for
fully-connected graphs very efficient embeddings are known [8, 35, 61].
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• More machine iterations, greater likelihood of finding optimal solution:

• Metric Time-to-Solution à our new metric, Time-to-Bit Error Rate
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What’s Different about Wireless?

36 users, 36 access point antennas, BPSK

Bit errors 
(out of 36):

0
2

Bit errors 
(out of 36):

0
2

9 users, 9 access point antennas, 16-QAM
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60 users on a Fully-Occupied Base Station

Figure 9: Time-to-BER (TTB) comparison across di�erent user numbers
and modulations. Upper: ideal scheme using Opt. Lower: QuAMax’s perfor-
mance optimizing with Fix. Solid lines and dashed lines report median and
mean TTB across 20 instances, respectively. Shading reports 10th. and 90th.
percentiles of average BER at a certain time and each ⇥ symbol reports each
instance’s TTB (x-value) for a certain target BER.

Figure 10: TTB with target BER 10�6 for di�erent modulations and user
numbers across 20 instances. Colored boxes report QuAMax (5th., 95th. as
whiskers, upper/lower quartiles as boxes, median as the thick horizontal
mark, and thin horizontal marks for outliers.)

Figure 11: Time-to-FER for di�erent users, modulations, and frame sizes;
left: median Opt (idealized), right: mean Fix (QuAMax).

5.3.3 �AMax: End-to-End performance. We now evaluate the
TTB and TTF (Time-to-FER) of QuAMax, comparing:
(1) QuAMax: Fixed-parameter, average-case performance.
(2) Oracle:Median-caseOpt performance (§5.3.2: outlier data points

have minimal in�uence on the median order statistic), optimiz-
ing QA parameters.8

Figure 9 shows the TTB with varying user numbers and modula-
tions at the edge of QuAMax’s performance capabilities. Solid and

8Outlier mitigation methods for QA may address such outliers in future work [43].

Figure 12: Detailed view (cf. Fig. 4) of an example wireless channel at six
di�erent SNRs (18-user QPSK).

dashed lines report median and average BER, respectively. We note
that mean TTB dominates median TTB due to a small number of
long-running outliers. QuAMax accordingly sets a time deadline
(measured median TTB for the target BER) for decoding and after
that discards bits, relying on forward error correction to drive BER
down. Next considering the relationship between TTB and problem
size, Fig. 10 explores TTB for target BER 10�6, for each instance
that reaches a BER of 10�6 within 10 ms as well as average perfor-
mance. ML problems of these sizes are well beyond the capability
of conventional decoders (cf. Table 1), and we observe that Opt
achieves superior BER within 1–100 µs and that QuAMax achieves
an acceptable BER for use below error control coding. Note that
instances with TTB below the minimum required time (i.e., Ta +
Tp ) caused by parallelization require (an amortized) 2 µs .

Next, we consider frame error rate performance, measuringmean
and median FER QuAMax achieves. Results in Fig. 11 show that
tens of microseconds su�ce to achieve a low enough (below 10�3)
FER to support high throughput communication for 60-user BPSK,
18-user QPSK, or four-user 16-QAM su�ces to serve four users
with the idealized median performance of Opt. QuAMax (mean Fix)
achieves a similar performance with slightly smaller numbers of
users. Furthermore, our results show low sensitivity to frame size,
considering maximal-sized internet data frames (1,500 bytes) all
the way down to TCP ACK-sized data frames (50 bytes).

5.4 Performance under AWGN Noise
We next evaluate the impact of AWGN from the wireless channel,
testing six SNRs ranging from 10 dB to 40 dB. In order to isolate
the e�ect of noise, the results in this subsection �x the channel
and transmitted bit-string and consider ten AWGN noise instances.
Looking at the data in depth to begin with, the e�ect of AWGN
channel noise, which is itself additive to ICE, is shown in Fig. 12
for six illustrative examples. As SNR increases, the probability of
�nding the ground state and the relative energy gap tend to increase.
At 10 dB SNR the energy gap between the lowest and second lowest
energy solutions narrows to just three percent, leaving minimal
room for error. In terms of overall performance, Fig. 13 (left) shows
TTB at 20 dB SNR, varying number of users and modulation. At a
�xed SNR, we observe a graceful degradation in TTB as the number
of users increases, across all modulations. Fig. 13 (right) shows TTB
at a certain user number, varying SNR and modulation. At a �xed
user number, as SNR increases, performance improves, noting that
the idealized median performance of Opt shows little sensitivity to
SNR, achieving 10�6 BER within 100 µs in all cases.

Figure 9: Time-to-BER (TTB) comparison across di�erent user numbers
and modulations. Upper: ideal scheme using Opt. Lower: QuAMax’s perfor-
mance optimizing with Fix. Solid lines and dashed lines report median and
mean TTB across 20 instances, respectively. Shading reports 10th. and 90th.
percentiles of average BER at a certain time and each ⇥ symbol reports each
instance’s TTB (x-value) for a certain target BER.
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whiskers, upper/lower quartiles as boxes, median as the thick horizontal
mark, and thin horizontal marks for outliers.)
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left: median Opt (idealized), right: mean Fix (QuAMax).

5.3.3 �AMax: End-to-End performance. We now evaluate the
TTB and TTF (Time-to-FER) of QuAMax, comparing:
(1) QuAMax: Fixed-parameter, average-case performance.
(2) Oracle:Median-caseOpt performance (§5.3.2: outlier data points

have minimal in�uence on the median order statistic), optimiz-
ing QA parameters.8

Figure 9 shows the TTB with varying user numbers and modula-
tions at the edge of QuAMax’s performance capabilities. Solid and

8Outlier mitigation methods for QA may address such outliers in future work [43].

Figure 12: Detailed view (cf. Fig. 4) of an example wireless channel at six
di�erent SNRs (18-user QPSK).

dashed lines report median and average BER, respectively. We note
that mean TTB dominates median TTB due to a small number of
long-running outliers. QuAMax accordingly sets a time deadline
(measured median TTB for the target BER) for decoding and after
that discards bits, relying on forward error correction to drive BER
down. Next considering the relationship between TTB and problem
size, Fig. 10 explores TTB for target BER 10�6, for each instance
that reaches a BER of 10�6 within 10 ms as well as average perfor-
mance. ML problems of these sizes are well beyond the capability
of conventional decoders (cf. Table 1), and we observe that Opt
achieves superior BER within 1–100 µs and that QuAMax achieves
an acceptable BER for use below error control coding. Note that
instances with TTB below the minimum required time (i.e., Ta +
Tp ) caused by parallelization require (an amortized) 2 µs .

Next, we consider frame error rate performance, measuringmean
and median FER QuAMax achieves. Results in Fig. 11 show that
tens of microseconds su�ce to achieve a low enough (below 10�3)
FER to support high throughput communication for 60-user BPSK,
18-user QPSK, or four-user 16-QAM su�ces to serve four users
with the idealized median performance of Opt. QuAMax (mean Fix)
achieves a similar performance with slightly smaller numbers of
users. Furthermore, our results show low sensitivity to frame size,
considering maximal-sized internet data frames (1,500 bytes) all
the way down to TCP ACK-sized data frames (50 bytes).

5.4 Performance under AWGN Noise
We next evaluate the impact of AWGN from the wireless channel,
testing six SNRs ranging from 10 dB to 40 dB. In order to isolate
the e�ect of noise, the results in this subsection �x the channel
and transmitted bit-string and consider ten AWGN noise instances.
Looking at the data in depth to begin with, the e�ect of AWGN
channel noise, which is itself additive to ICE, is shown in Fig. 12
for six illustrative examples. As SNR increases, the probability of
�nding the ground state and the relative energy gap tend to increase.
At 10 dB SNR the energy gap between the lowest and second lowest
energy solutions narrows to just three percent, leaving minimal
room for error. In terms of overall performance, Fig. 13 (left) shows
TTB at 20 dB SNR, varying number of users and modulation. At a
�xed SNR, we observe a graceful degradation in TTB as the number
of users increases, across all modulations. Fig. 13 (right) shows TTB
at a certain user number, varying SNR and modulation. At a �xed
user number, as SNR increases, performance improves, noting that
the idealized median performance of Opt shows little sensitivity to
SNR, achieving 10�6 BER within 100 µs in all cases.

Figure 9: Time-to-BER (TTB) comparison across di�erent user numbers
and modulations. Upper: ideal scheme using Opt. Lower: QuAMax’s perfor-
mance optimizing with Fix. Solid lines and dashed lines report median and
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instance’s TTB (x-value) for a certain target BER.

Figure 10: TTB with target BER 10�6 for di�erent modulations and user
numbers across 20 instances. Colored boxes report QuAMax (5th., 95th. as
whiskers, upper/lower quartiles as boxes, median as the thick horizontal
mark, and thin horizontal marks for outliers.)

Figure 11: Time-to-FER for di�erent users, modulations, and frame sizes;
left: median Opt (idealized), right: mean Fix (QuAMax).
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Tp ) caused by parallelization require (an amortized) 2 µs .
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achieves a similar performance with slightly smaller numbers of
users. Furthermore, our results show low sensitivity to frame size,
considering maximal-sized internet data frames (1,500 bytes) all
the way down to TCP ACK-sized data frames (50 bytes).
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We next evaluate the impact of AWGN from the wireless channel,
testing six SNRs ranging from 10 dB to 40 dB. In order to isolate
the e�ect of noise, the results in this subsection �x the channel
and transmitted bit-string and consider ten AWGN noise instances.
Looking at the data in depth to begin with, the e�ect of AWGN
channel noise, which is itself additive to ICE, is shown in Fig. 12
for six illustrative examples. As SNR increases, the probability of
�nding the ground state and the relative energy gap tend to increase.
At 10 dB SNR the energy gap between the lowest and second lowest
energy solutions narrows to just three percent, leaving minimal
room for error. In terms of overall performance, Fig. 13 (left) shows
TTB at 20 dB SNR, varying number of users and modulation. At a
�xed SNR, we observe a graceful degradation in TTB as the number
of users increases, across all modulations. Fig. 13 (right) shows TTB
at a certain user number, varying SNR and modulation. At a �xed
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• End-to-end considerations
– Quantum machine programming time
– Quantum machine read-out time

In the SIGCOMM 2019 paper:

• Sensitivity analysis to various quantum annealer parameters

• Scaling up to higher data rates, numbers of users

• Performance under real-world wireless channels
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http://paws.cs.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/SIGCOMM_19_123_Quantum_MIMO_Decoder_final_version.pdf

